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“My Period Chronicles” is a themed
Vodcast/Podcast mini-series by Podsnaija
compiling several submissions from the general
public, discussant interviews, vox pop and gifting
care kits (thoughtful feminine branded products) to
lucky winners.

The aim of this mini-series is to create much-
needed awareness, educate thousands and
eradicate unnecessary taboos on matters that
concern women’s period health.

We are set to launch with other brand partners by
the 8th of March 2022; The International Women's
day and end on the 28th of May 2022; World
Menstrual Health day.

My Period Chronicles 
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Episode Synopsis

PERIOD ALIASES

Why is period called period ?

Period has been referred to by many,
using different innuendos.

What names have period being called
before now?
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Let's discuss the dynamics of having to
deliver services and be 100 percent
productive at work despite so much
discomfort. 
 
Do we petition for period leave? 
Are we asking for too much?
Perhaps some leniency then. 
Leave early from the workplace
Work from home 
Take the day off 
Spend some extra hours and get back to
work when you're better. 
Etc. 

PERIOD OR NOT;
WORK BEGINS AT 8 AM

BIZZARE PERIOD TIPS
AND TRICKS

What weird things have you been told to
do for pain or cramp relief?
Did it work?
Let’s discuss how these ridiculous things
really work or we just think they work.



THE RED DAY

What happens on Day one of your
period?

For some it's a normal day, for some it's
a day not wished upon enemies.
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Episode Synopsis (Cont.d)

Shame, stigma and misinformation
surrounding menstruation are
contributing to serious human rights
concerns for women and girls.

Menstruation taboos can keep women
and girls from touching water or
cooking, attending religious ceremonies,
or engaging in community activities.
These taboos reinforce gender-based
discrimination, perpetuating the idea
that menstruating women and girls are
unclean. But even without overt taboos,
women and girls face stigma and ridicule
that contribute to their exclusion from
school and opportunities.

PERIOD SHAME  

COST IMPLICATIONS

How much do you spend a month caring
for yourself during your period?
 
The cost of menstrual products exacts a
toll on the health and safety of
vulnerable women and girls. “Some
studies from Kenya find that school girls
engage in transactional sex to pay for
menstrual products, particularly for the
younger, uneducated, economically
dependent girls,” the report says.
Transactional sex increases girls’ risk of
experiencing violence, sexually
transmitted infections and other threats.

PMS DRAMA

A lot of things happen before, during and
after menstruation

As usual women experience this
differently, some do not at all.



Episode Synopsis (Cont.d)

PERIOD CARE

Menstrual health is a serious, but
overlooked, issue among
vulnerable women.

What to do
What not to do
Coping while working
Get your period and be unbothered 
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EVOLUTION OF PERIOD

Over the years women have had to experience periods
differently and they have used different products over
the years.
 
What were the coping mechanisms, sanitary items
used and hygiene practices from the beginning of time
till the 21st century.

PERIOD PHOBIA (A
MAN’S TAKE)  

Despite our exposure, many cannot
stand a woman on her period

Why are men scared of period ?



Meet the 
Guests

Information professional, Art lover and social media enthusiast. 
Head of Administration and Program coordinator at No One
Behind Foundation.

Hannah Imo

Nora Stone
Digital Marketer || Content Creator || Economist || Alpha Female||
Beauty Connoisseur || Scorpio
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Imohannah

Pamela Swathkasa Chris

A media personnel and Advocate for the rights of
underprivileged individuals.

Ekemini Joseph

Radio producer who has an interest in travel documentation
and media marketing.



Pamelagold Ojoma Hassan

Content Writer, Spoken word artist. SGBV advocate.

Deborah Edwin Ayande
Abuja Chapter Lead for The Caring for Girls With Period Initiative

Philanthropist, Entrepreneur and Mental health
advocate "I AM ME."

Okpe Agbenu Emmanuella
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Bankole Ayokunle

Network support engineer.

Lawyer, Gender equality and SGBV advocate.

Halimatu Sadiya Ochekliye



Dynamic Communications Strategist

Ayeesha Hassan

Founder "Words by Tatiana" and Menstrual activist

Tatiana Eniang
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A human Anatomist, founder Goodnews club Philippian mission,
the Writer of the tract "CLEAN PERIOD". 

Fashion Designer

Lois Aderomose

Success Ihuoma



Meet the 
Brands

We are Creative Storytellers that leverage the power of digital
media technology to immerse our audience in the crux of the
narrative while opening channels for thoughts, resonance and
call-to-action.
 
We achieve this by building proficiency in content
development, production and management while extending
our hand of know-how to creatives and brands to better tell
their stories and amplify their outcomes.

APVA stands for a lot of things, first, it is the Association of
African Podcasters and Voice Artists,
Second, it will be the African Podcasters and Voice awards
and so on.
We are a growing community looking to give credit and much-
needed attention to African unique voice talents, (podcasts,
voice-over artists, spoken word artists, poets, and more).
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OUR OBJECTIVES  

Discover Africa’s Unique voices by finding Africans worth
spotlighting for the world to appreciate
 
Award Personalities who share stories from the African
perspective.
 
Provide Afro-centric resources that cater to the needs of
talents.
 
Lead conversations with international organizations (prospect
partners) and mediate to provide tools and facilities that can
be easily accessed by African talents.

Gender Balance
Anti-cross generational sexual relationship
Effective training for Nonprofits and Volunteers
Emotional, mental and material relief

The Smile Outreach is a non-profit body that is deeply rooted
in the ideals of SDG goals to foster national development,
providing educational and interventional initiatives at the
grassroots level to children across Africa, Enhancing
Continuing Personal Development, volunteer training, anti-
cross generational sex advocacy, emotional, mental and
material relief for women and children.

Our core areas that cover SDG 2,3,4,5 and 17 are 

Education advancement through Continuing personal
development and awareness on Contemporary issues in Africa
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Meet the 
Hosts
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Her Persuasive communication
skills have helped influence public
perceptions as well as her proven
talents in writing and producing
diverse tools and resources.

She possesses exceptional
program coordination acumen,
and proven success in planning
and executing excellent people-
centred solutions and impact-
driven projects.

To know more please visit

https://adedire.com/about/
 
https://www.thesmileoutreach.or
g/

http://triadng.com/

http://podsnaija.com/

BIDEMI
ADEDIRE
Communication and Idea
Strategist

As a communication and idea strategist,
Bidemi helps organizations and individuals
leverage conventional and digital channels to
upscale public/partner relations. She has a
strong passion for community and capacity
development and is an avid advocate for
gender mainstreaming/parity.
 
She is the founder of the Association of
African podcasters and the main host of
Podsnaija; the listening hub of the century.
Additionally, she co-founded Triad Digital
Solutions hub and is currently the
Communications Director of Smile Outreach, a
nonprofit Providing educational initiatives at
the grassroots level to children across Africa,
Enhancing Continuing Personal Development,
volunteer training, anti-cross generational sex
advocacy, emotional, mental and material relief
for Africans.

Having worked with brands like Women
Impacting Nigeria, Seeding Africa, and
Benefactum, She has gained mastery in
developing strategic communications plans,
generating multimedia materials, producing
digital content, and developing targeted
presentations to communicate key messaging
and initiatives
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https://adedire.com/about/
https://www.thesmileoutreach.org/
http://triadng.com/
http://podsnaija.com/


ADETUTU
TAYO
Fashion designer,
skincare therapist and
mental health enthusiast

She is the founder and creative director of Oriki fashion and
The Glow Plug. She has always had a passion to satisfy the
needs of the average woman in the fashion industry.
 
While her primary passion is to cater to aesthetical needs, a
little setback in her life opened her eyes to see how grossly
underrated mental health is.
 
This realization led to the birth of The A.L.T Podcast. A podcast
that deals with the issues we face as everyday people that
takes a toll on our minds. The aim is to make people aware of
causative factors and help those who already have these
problems feel better.
 
The A.L.T Podcast has helped people on their journey to
recovery. Her natural people skills have made this role a little
easier and effective.
 
To know more about this podcast please click the link below
 
https://anchor.fm/thealtpodcast
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https://anchor.fm/thealtpodcast


Where you
can find
MPC
Click to watch and listen

Watch on youtube
 
Listen on podsnaija
 
Listen to A.L.T podcast
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvWO2a0uN1v3LdWiF3RkSuw
https://radiopublic.com/podsnaija-Wxk937
https://anchor.fm/thealtpodcast

